DUBARRY COUNTRY BOOT CARE GUIDE

It can be hell for leather...
Ensure your boots last with seven easy steps
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REMOVE dirt, mud, manure,

salt water etc with clean cold
water using a brush if necessary
to get rid of more stubborn grime.
Rinse

APPLY Dubarry Footwear
Cleaner and scrub with
a brush to help remove
more ingrained dirt and
other residues. Work
this to get a generous
lather and don’t be afraid
to scrub the leather
vigorously.

LEAVE your boots to dry naturally
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APPLY Dubarry Leather Cream sparingly

for 2-3 hours.

to the smooth leather only, rubbing in gently
with a clean, soft cloth or brush, paying
particular attention to the flex area, that
bends as you walk.

Scrub with brush
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RINSE excess cleaner and lather from the boots.
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DRY naturally; ideally air dry for 24 hours
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SPRAY Dubarry

before any further treatment. Never use
artificial heat or leave near an open fire
or range.

Footwear Protector
all over the boot; apply
several layers, allowing
absorption of each layer,
before applying the
next. This step is best
completed outside.
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Apply leather cream

Use Footwear Cleaner on
all parts of
the boot

Work into leather
with a soft brush until
absorbed

Use tap water to
clean fabric section

Apply Footwear
Protector Spray
to the nubuck and suede
leathers
Apply footwear
protector

Apply Leather Cream
to the smooth leathers

Leather is low maintenance but unfortunately some customers often perceive this as no maintenance. If you follow these instructions
your Dubarry leather will keep its look and suppleness for many years to come
IMPORTANT: salt water and waste liquids can be very
corrosive to leather. To prolong performance and
protection for your Dubarrys, always scrub them with a
brush and rinse with fresh tap water after exposure.

STORAGE: all rubber-based materials may break down over time through
the process of oxidation and hydrolysis. This normally occurs after at least
10 years so is not usually an issue. It can be accelerated in tropical climates
if not stored in a cool well ventilated place, or if stored in direct sunlight.

CAUTIONS WHEN USING ALL FOOTWEAR CARE PRODUCTS:
Irritating to eyes. Keep away from areas of ignition. Do not smoke around products. Vapours may cause dizziness and drowsiness. Do not breathe spray. Avoid contact with eyes and skin. Use in a
well ventilated area. In the case of contact with eyes, rinse immediately with cold water and seek medical advice. Keep containers tightly closed.

